Registration number
VT-2018-0032

Announcement of the grants from the foundation Petersohns Minne
(Erik), School of Engineering Sciences 2018 (reference number VT2018-0032). Amount available 184 800 SEK
Application period October 1 to October 22, 2018
The grants are intended to support basic research in the Aero-and Hydrodynamic field. This also
includes shorter research visits, participation in conferences, symposia and courses. The scholarship is
awarded primarily as travel grants to Ph.D. students, post-docs and assistant Professors in the Aeroand Hydrodynamic field.
-

Granted scholarships will be paid to the applicant´s school department. It is not possible to
receive the scholarship to a private bank account.

-

The application shall include a description of the purpose of the scholarship, a budget with
documents that supports all costs and a CV. If there exists a confirmation of a presentation,
this shall be included. All attachments must have the applicant's name in the upper right
corner.

-

A budget form must be filled in and should together with budget attachments, accompany the
application. You need to include documentation showing how you calculated your costs (can be
a screen print or the like). Fill in the budget form before you start to fill in the application form.
The budget should be based on expected actual travel costs. Other costs should be specified and
motivated. Link to the budget form: www.kth.se/en/student/studentliv/stipendier/budget

-

Please note that all trips should be booked according to KTH’s guidelines for travel.

-

The scholarship amount may not be used for Per diem (traktamente).

-

The scholarship application should be made well in advance before the date of departure
(expect a processing time of about 2-3 months).

-

PhD students must submit a letter of recommendation from their main supervisor.

-

A granted scholarship may only be used for that particular trip/conference. Change of
destination is granted only in exceptional cases where the reason is beyond the applicant´s
control. Application for a change of travel can be made within one year after the original
decision. As per usual, a trip can’t be granted in retrospect. Link to the form for a change of
travel www.kth.se/student/studentliv/stipendier/ansokan-om-andring-av-resa

-

The SCI-school awaits a short travel report within one month after return. Use the link
www.kth.se/en/student/studentliv/stipendier/reserapport. If a travel report hasn’t been
submitted after one month, the scholarship must be repaid.

-

If the trip is cancelled or if the scholarship is not used for the granted purpose, it must be
repaid without delay. Contact stipendier@kth.se for information on how this should be done.

All applicants will receive a notification of the result by e-mail.
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Link to the application is available here:
https://www.kth.se/en/student/studentliv/stipendier/stipendiefonder-1.5279
For further information please contact: Lisa Källström, School of Engineering Sciences,
e-post elikal@kth.se. Please state the reference number in all communication.
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